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Bo'iea B. H 11.p. E7 - 10675 

l13y'ieHHe npouecca 3aceneHHSI H paCttltJl,8 BblCOXOCUHHOBblX 
ypoaHeA 156 Er • 166 Er B peaKUJUIX 128• 124 Sn( 46Ar, 4n) 

HaMepeHbI HHTeHCHBHOCTH H apeMeHa aaceneHHSl1 a-TaK->Ke apeMeHa 
)f(ff3HH YPOBHeA nonOCbl OCHOBHOro COCTOSIHHSI (noc:) H30TOilOB IS6,1 6~ Er. Hcnom.-

30B8Hbl peaKUHB 126• 124 Sn( 46 Ar,4n) 156 • 1~~o Er, npaMeHee nonnnepoecxaA 
MeToa paccToSIHff'.SI oTAa'iH • .Qns eaoTona Er epeMeHa >KB3HH ypoaael 

IlOK83blB8IOT T8KYIO >Ke TeHlleHUHIO cna6oro. OTKllOHeHBJt OT MOil.en& >Kecrxoro 
poTaTopa, KaK H e eaeeCTHbIX cny'laHX 70yb, 72 Hf;nnJt 156. Er een&aJt 

HCKllJO'IHT& aaMeTHOe TOpMO>KeHHe nepexoaoe B o6naCTH 6ax-6eHllBHra. 
BpeMeua H HHT8HCHBHOCTH aaceneHH9 noc H3MepeHbl npe Jl.BYX aeeprBRX 
ll.llH Ka>KAoro eaorona. 06cy*naeTCH aaeHCHMOCT& speMeH aaceneHHH </:J 1 
OT CBOACTB H30TOII8 H 3HeprHH 6oM6apll,HpyIOIUHX HOHOB. B npoCTbIX 
npe11.nono>1<eHHHX caenaH pacqeT cpeaHero cnHHa, yeoCHMoro Y -xacKaAOM, 
ape Me Hu nporeKaHHH y -Kacxa.o.a H ceqeffHH peaKUHH ( 48 Ar ,4n). . 

Pa6ora Bb/IlOnHeHa B na6opaTOpHH SID.epHbIX peaKUHA 0115111. 

llpenpBBT 06-.en&eBHOro DCT•TYT_& •JlepBWX acc.ne.,llOB&DI. Jly6B& 1977 

Bochev B. et al. E7 - 10675 
Study of the Popula"tion and Decay of' High-Spin 
Level.a in 156Er and 169 Er Using t.he Reactions 
120, 124 Sn(40Ar,4n) 

The feeding intensities and times, as wel~ as the iif'e-
times of the g.s.b. levels in the isotopes156 •16°Er have . 
been measured~ The measurement& have been carried out in 
the reaction 126 • 1.2°' Sn( 46 Ar,4n) 156•16'Erusing -the Doppler-shift 
recoil-distance method. For the isotope 166 Er, the 1-evel 
lifetimes show the same tendency of' a small deviation from 
the rigid rotor model as in the-known cases for 70 Yb 
and 72 Hf, whereas in the case of 156 Er a considerable retarda~ 
tion of transitions seems to take place in the backbending 
region. The feeding times and intensities for the g.s.b. 
levels have been measured at two bocbarding energies for 
each isotope. The dependence of the feeding times ¢1 on the 
properties of the isotope and on the bombarding energy is 
discussed. The average spin carried off' by the y-ray cas
cade, the duration of the cascade and cross section for 
rlfe reaction(46Ar,4n)'have been Calculated tinder' simple 
assumptions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

I . k /J,2 / h f d. . n previous wor · , t e ee ing times 
and lifetimes for ground-state band (g.s.b.) 
levels in the doubly even isotopes 
160, 162, 164, 164 Yb and 166, I68,170Hf have been 
measured. The level lifetimes were found to 
differ slightly from the rigid-rotor model 
predictiQns: even in the backbending region, 
where I~(12-16)h, transitions in the nuclei stu
died were retarded by a factor of less than 
1.4±0.2. In addition, the intensities and 
feeding times of rotational band levels were 
measured in the reaction (40 Ar,4n). The_ level 
feedin~ time is generally equal to 0-l~ps 
in the spin range (8-20)ti and varies with spin, 
and as one goes from one isotope to another. 
In the Hf isotopes, one has observed a second 
long-lived feeding component for the g.s.b. 
6+, s+ levels. In general, these results are 
in good agreement with the data obtained by 
other groups {see, e.g., refs. 13•41 ) • In 
ref. 151 the systematics of the feeding times 
and intensities for the g.s.b. levels in 
reactions of the type (Hl,x n) have been pre
sented. It has been concluded that it is 
appropriate to measure the feeding times as 
a function of both the bombarding energy and 
ion mass for a fixed reaction product with 
the purpose of obtaining information on the 
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possible dependence of the feeding times of 
the g.s.b. levels on the angular momentum 
of the compound nucleus. 

In ref.1 51,it was noted that the mean va
lue of the populated g.s.b. level spin, y<I2>, 
varies slightly as the angular momentum of 
the compound nucleus, v<ff>. increases. There
fore, with increasing ion mass (and increa-

sing y<f 2>) a substantial increase in the 
number of the y-rays emitted by the cascade 
preceding the population of the ground.state 
band is expected. This agrees with the results 
of the measurements of they -ray mul tiplici
ties in the (HI,xn) reactions (see, e.g., 
refs. 16-91 ) • V.e have also noted earlier /5/ 
that the angular momentum distribution of 
the compound nucleus, at the sxage following 
neutron evaporation, is limited from above 
and below and displaced rapidly towards 
higher spins with increasing ion energy. As 
a result, on the right-hand slope of the 
excitation function for the (Hl,xn) reaction, 
the average spin of the nucleus, at the 
stage following neutron evaporation, may 

exceedv<£2 >considerably, whereas it may be 

substantially smaller than v<f2-:; on the left
hand side. This is due to the separation of 
the nuclei according to their angular mo
menta, and to the division of the total 
distribution over e into parts corresponding 
to the products of the evaporation of diffe
rent numbers of neutrons. This regularity as 
it is has been confirmed by the recent mea
surements of the y-ray mult·iplicities in 
the reactions 150 Nd(20Ne,xn) /9/. 
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The purpose of the present work was to 
measure the feeding times for-the g.s.b. 
levels in the deformed nucleus 160 Er and the 
transitional nucleus 156Er,produced by the 
reactions 120. 12 4 Sn(40 Ar,4n), as a function 
of the bombarding energy. It was intended to 
repeat the previous measurements of the 
life-times of the g.s.b. levels in these 
isotopes 141 with spins as high as possible. 
In addition to the verification of the con
siderations given in ref / 5/ the task was to 
detect the possible substantial inGrease in 
the feeding time for the isotope 1 ~~ Er 88, 
associated with the effects due to the se
cond minimum in the total energy of the ro
tating nucleus at large deforma~i?ns.This mi
nimum was found in calculations 0 taking in
to account the shell correction using a micro
microscopic approach. According to this cal
culation, these effects are expected to ma
nifest themselves most strongly in the case 
of nuclei with Zand N around 66 and 88, res
pectively. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

1 · . !56,160Er l d . Yrast evels in were popu ate in 
the reaction( 40 Ar,4n).The experiments were 
carried out using an external 40 Ar ion beam 
from the U-300 cyclotron with an energy va
ried in the range 140-200 MeV by Al degrader 
foils. The metallic. targets, 1.8 mg/cm2 
thick, were made of the separated 120 Sn and 
124 Sn isotopes. Use was made of the Doppler
shift recoil-distance metho&-suggested and 
employed in previous work /4 ,1I-1a1. 
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The experimental arrangement aRd data 
handling were described in refs .1 1•21. A high
precision Doppler chamber permitted measure
ment of the target-stopper distance to an 
accuracy of±2µrnincluding the accuracy of 
the zero-distance measurement and deviations 
from the plane-parallel position of the tar
get and stopper. This accuracy corresponds 
to a ±0.3 ps accuracy of the time-of-flight 
measurement. The dependences R1 00. where R 
is the relative intensity of the Doppler
unshifted y-line, 

R =( Nu ) 
I N +N hl-2 

u 9 

(the s and u indices stand for Doppler-shif
ted and unshifted lines, respectively) were 
determined from the experimental Y-ray spect
ra measured at different target-stopper dis
tances. The side feeding intensity of the 
g.s.b. levels, 

-
PI =(Nu +Ns)hl-2 -(N.+Ns )1+2~1 

was determined experimentally in the units 
of the intensity of the 2+~0+ tran-sition. 

The experimental values of R1(t) were 
reproduced using a model/14/, in which each 
g.s.b. level is populated via side feeding 
with an intensity ~ (measured experimen
tally) and the sought lifetime</> 1 • as well 
as through the chain of sequential g.s.b. 
transitions with lifetimes r 1 • In some cases 
a two-component side feeding with lifetimes 
(</>

1 
)[ and(</>

1
) 2 was assumed. The problem was 

computed u.s1ng the Gauss-l\ewton iteration 
procedure/IS/with the purpose of finding the 
set of the parameters ¢ 1 and r

1 
• In order to 

check the stability of the results several 
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control solutions have been found assuming 
some parameters to be fixed. 

Detailed measurements of a system ef R1(0 
values were done for the isotopes 156 • 160 Er 
at two projectile energies, 150 and 168 MeV. 
In addition, we measured the y -line inten
sities as a function of energy in the range 
145-200 MeV in order to estimate the shape 
of the excitation functions of the reactions. 

III. RESULTS 

Figs. 1 and ~show the experimental values 
of R1 (t) (dots) and the calculated decay curves 
of the levels for all the four sets of the 
R1 (t) values measured. The lifetime-s r 1 - of 
the studied levels in the isotopes 156, 160 Er, 
and the calculated from r

1 
values ofB(E2,l~l-2), 

B(E2,I~1-2)/B rot (E2, 1~ 1-2), quadrupole momentum 
Q0 (1) and parameter tJ(I) as functions of 
spin are presented in table~ 1 and 2. The in
tensities of the transitions measured at 
two projectile energies,~ .and the values of 
¢ 1 , are compared in tables 3 and !· The life
times r 1 have been obtained from more detai
led measurements at 150 MeV in 160 Er and at 
168 MeV in 156 Er. The program computatio-ns for 
the second energf sets (168 MeV for 160 Er, 
and 150 MeV for 56 Er ) were done with fixed 
values ofr 1 found before. 

IV. PROPERTIES OF YRAST LEVELS 

The energies of the 1~1-2 transitions, 
listed in ~he tables, are taken from 
refs. /4,l 6-1B/. Some data on feeding in the 
reaction 152 Nd('8<l,4n) of not only the g.s.b. 
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Fi~. Decay curves of the g.s.b. levels 
in 156 Er, measured at 168 MeV (a) and 150 MeV 
(b). Points are the experimental values of 
R 1 (t). Solid lines are the calculated best-

fit curves. Spin I and the type of experi
mental point are indicated. 

levels, b~t also the negative 
7- , 9- , u-,. .. and the positive 

with odd spins g+, 11+, 13+ 
p-resented in ref ,/18/. The level 
156 Er from ref. 1181 is shown in 
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Fig. 2 . The same as in Fig. 1 ' for 160 Er. 

the measured spectra, we also observed the 
460, 433, 290 and 531 ke~_lines corresponding 
to the transitions 9-~r ,11-~ 9- '11-~10; 9-~ s+ 
and the 414, 481 and 531 keV lines corres
ponding to the transitions ii·+~9+,13+~1J.:+, 
9+~s+.The experimental fact that the side 

feeding of the 6+, s+ , and 10+1evels has 
a considerable intensity (see table 3) is 
in agreement with the level scheme (fig. 3). 
rbwever, the high intensity of some of the 
transitions mentioned contradicts the quan-
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Table 1 

The lifetimes r 1 of the g.s.b. levels in 
the isotope 1•Er,determined experimentally 
and the values of (B(E2, I~ 1-2) ,Q0 , f3 and 
the ratio of the lifetime to the values obtai
ned in the rigid rotor model, r1 /r1 '°' 
derived from the r

1 
values 

J.l 

2 .. 0 

4 .. 2 452.7 

6 .. 4 5433 

6 .. 6 616.5 

10 .. 8 674.4 

2 -+10 682.1 

14 .. ,2 522.7 

•>normalization to experiment; the energy 
values are taken from refs ,"16,lB/ 

titative balance of intensities on the condi
tion of the conservation of the total inten
sity in the decay scheme (fig. 3). This 
permits the assumption that these lines due 
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Table 2 

The same as in Table 1, for 160
Er 

ifetirre 
exp/rot 

5 .. 4 375.3 

8 .. 6 463.7 

10 .. 8 531.7 

12 .. 10 579.2 

14 .. 12 592.2 

6 .. 14 533.9 

18 .. 16 556.1 

156 
to Er interfere with the lines of 532 -keV 
(21/2+ ~17;2+) and 414 .8 keV (21/2+ .. 17;2+) in 155Er 

and 157 Er, res.pectively (the transition 
energies of 155 • 157 Er are taken from ref ! 201. 
This assumption does not contradict the pro
bable cross sections for the evaporation of 
three or five neutrons, since the excita-
tion functions for the given compound nucleus 
are wide enough to overlap over a conside
rable energy interval.The decay curves for the 
433, 531, 481 and 414 keV lines have been 
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Table 3 

The optimal set of parameters: feeding times 
~I and lifetimes •1 , obtained by reproducing 
the experimental decay curves R1 (0 for the 
isotope 156 Er at two bombarding energies. P1 
are the experimental values of side feeding 
intensities. 

I (11) 'I I 
EL=150Mel./ EL=168MeV 

[pcseCI "'" f1(°1o) ~· ~(·/.) , 
2 50.05± - 0 - 0 1.81 

4 
7.2St. 

65:!: 39 10 ± 2 0 -
0.73 

6 
293t 

15 :!: 9 15 ± 2 
91 !54 4 !1 

CJ.45 31 ± 18 6 :!: 2 

8 
2.35t 

29 :!:21 35± 4 22 ±15 36±4 
0.85 

10 
2.25!: 

17 ± 12 10 ± 2 17 ±13 15±2 
1.00 

12 
<.LO! 

8±6 8 ± 2 10 ±7 10±2 
2.60 

14 
8.1 ! 

11 ± 5 22± 4 11 ±7 25±4 4.8 

measured and the times of their decay to 
the e ·I level of the total intensity, IJ, were 
obtained to be 24.5, 26.0, 18.0 and 24.0 ps, 
respectively. floi;ever, due to the difficul
ties involved in the unambiguous identifica
tion of the transitions, these decay curves 
have not been presented or included in-the 
g.s.b. data analysis. In t.he case of 160 Er, 
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Table 4 
160 Er The same as in Table 3, for the isotope 

I(n) 'rr EL=150MeV ~168MeV 

[pc see ~ P,(°lo) Fl(°lo) 

2 
1326± 

0 - 0 45 -

4 
46.67± - 0 - 0 1.52 

6 
7.78± 4.52 ± 

8±2 
4.53± 

11 ±2 
0.41 2.10 0.44 

8 
2/.4± tJ.74± 

12±3 558:!: 14 ±3 
0.61 6.72 0.44 

10 
1.26 ± 5.12 ± 

20±3 
6.94 ± 

25±4 
0.31 2.82 OJ.3 

12 
D.84 ± .1.r.1 :!: 

27±4 
l01 :!: 

13 ±2 
0.21 2.02 OJ.3 

14 
U90:!: L!jj :!: 

5±1 
.. 76 ± 

7:!:1 
0.22 ') ?2 0.44 

16 
bl:!: u.ol :!: 

5±1 
USO± 

4±1 
0.20 0.53 D.L2 

18 
0.98 :!: l10 ± 

23±3 
LOO:!: 

26:!:3 
D.28 n~ 1.10 

+ + <:ln overlap of· the 463. 7 keV 8 46 and 556 .1 keV 
1s+~16+transitions with the lines attributed 
to 159 Er, the 4 64. 5 keV (25/2+ 4 21/2+) and 5 56. 0 keV 
(29/2+ 425/2+) ones, is possible. Al though the 
transition intensities were corrected by 
interpolating the intensity of the adjacent 
transitions, the Jecay curves may be some
how distorteJ in these cases. 

The values of B(E2,I 4 1-2) , Q (141-2) , 1'3(141-2), 
and r/r for the isotopd 56 Er are presen-
ted in'°table 1. For 1~2,4,6 the , 1 values 
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Fig. 3. The level scheme for " 6
Er, taken from 

ref. /18/.Both. the experimental 1181 and calcula
ted values/1 9; of the level energy are presen
ted. 

agree with the results of ref/41 within ex
perimental accuracies. For higher spins, 
one can see that the automatic fitting of 
parameters leads to a solution (with a mi
nimum value of.x 2 ) , in which the lifetimes 
of the levels 10+, 12+ and 14+ exceed the rigid 
rotor values by a factor of (2-4) to a 50% 
accuracy. Despite the considerable inaccuracy, 
this result appears to be substantially 
different from that obtained in the backben
ding region for the ytterbium and hafnium 
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isotopes ~2 At the same time, the authors 
of ref. ·21. observed a considerable (by a fac
tor 9f 10 and 25) retardation of the s-+ 46+ 
and io+4s+ transitions in the isotope 134Ce, 
which, like 156 Er, is a transitional nutleus 
between deformed and spherical ones. There
fore, it is likely that the value of the re
tardation factor for transitions in the 
backbending region depends on the details 
of the structure of the nucleus. To check 
~he stability of the result obtained for 
156 Er (tables 1 and 3), a calculation has 
been carried out involving the values of the 
lifetimes of the i2+and lO+levels fixed to be 
l.37r,0 , and l.38rrot according to the re
sults for Yb and Hf. The other parameters were 
sought to provide the best reproduction of 
the data. By varying the parameters ¢

1 
one 

has obtained a solution characterized by the 
quantity x 2 exceeding inconsiderably these 
obtained in the first version of calculation 
(tables 1 and 3). The parameters r 1 for i,110,12 
do not differ, within the error, tram those 
obtained in the first calculation. Neverthe
less, the solution given in tables 1 and 3 
is favoured not only by the minimum x 2 value, 
but also by the fact that in this case the 
¢1 values increase_by _a factor of 2-2.5 as 
one goes from the 14+,12+1evels to the 10+, 
s+, 6+ levels, i.e., in the spin region where, 

as fig. 3 shows, the g.s.b. is fed by two 
other bands. No such a change has been ob
served in the case of the solution involving 
the 'lo and r 12 values fixed to be close to 
''°'. It is noteworthy that the values of <1>!0 
and ¢~ (table 3) do not contradict the times 
e measured experimentally for the 433, 460, 

531 and 414 keV lines (see abov.e). These 
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arguments confirm indirectly the validity 
of ~he first version of the solution with 

r - - r r 14 . 
'..!JL_ • 2.12 ± 1.<Xi, _Jj___ -4.32 ± 2.59. - .2.21±1.53. 
r rot ;rot irot 

For a second check of the solution, a calcu
lation was made assuming two time components 
of level feeding. For the 6+ level alone, one 
has found a substantially different lifetime 
of the.second component,¢~• 9Dps, its in
tensity being 4±1%. 

The results on 160 Er are listed in tables 2 
and-4. Here, the situation is simpler than+ 
for 156Er. The retardation factor for the 16+ ~14 
and 14+ ~ iz+ transitions is about 1. 2-1. 3, which 
i& in agreement with t-he values measured for 

158 Er !3/ 164,166yb!l.'iJ.nd 168Hf (2/ The values of 
lifetimes r 1 and, consequently, B(E2) ,quadru
pole momentum Q0 · and deformation parameter 
{3 for levels in160 Er with spins (2-S)h coin
cide, within the accuracy, with those found 
in ref. /4/. 

V. FEEDING INTENSITIES OF YRAST STATES 

The feeding intensities of the g.s.b. le
vels in the isotopes 156 Er and 160Er at two 
energies of 40 Ar ions are presented in tables 
3 and 4, and in fl&.:__!. One can see that the 
feeding functions for the g.s.b. levels in 
156 Er and 160 Er differ, but vary inconsi-

derably with projectile energy. Table 5 
gives the mean squares of spins of the level 

--
populat.ed, v<1 2 >. 

Besides the values ofv<i 2 >, table 5 shows 
the values of the maximum angular momentum 
of the compound nucleus, £max,, calculated 
within the framework of the sharp cut-off 
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60 
40 
20 

2468ID12KI 246810~K1618I 

Fig. 4. The feeding intensity of the g.s.b. 
levels- for the isotopes 156 •160 Er .in the reac
tions 120, 124 Sn(40Ar,4n) at two bombarding ener'
gies. The integral and differential inten
sities of each level are shown by .histograms. 
Solid and dashed lines show the data for the 
Feactions 160-Dy( 4 He-,8n) 156Er (108 MeV) and-
144 Nd( 16 0,4n) 156 Er (100 MeV) from ref. 1171_ 

approximation at r 0 - 1.47 fm, which does 
not contradict the experimental estimate of 
the excitation function for the reaction 
120 Sn(40 Ar,4n) (see the following). The 

value of the critical angular momentum ecrit 

for the nuclear fusion reaction, first in
troduced in refs. 122 •231, was calculated 
using a formula taken from ref. /5/. This for
mula was deduced assuming the balance bet
ween the centrifugal and contracting forces 
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Table 5 

The values of the angular momenta characteri
zing the reactions 120 · 12+ Sn(+0Ar.4n) (notation 
is given in the text). 

M~ M~ b 1crit ll lh ,/lf+l~ V <I2> 
' "' 

~ 150.0 112.5 36.3 72 0 20 14.2 10.3 

~ '16a5 126.4 64.3 72 26.L. 1.4.7 36.0 11.0 

189.0 11.1. 7 85.0 72 49.5 60.7 551 11.5 ~ 
-c 
~ 150.0 113.1 1.3.l. 73 0 30.8 21.5 13.8 ;i, 
~ 
rf 168.5 127.1 66.8 73 37.8 51.0 1.4.6 13.9 

acting in two touching nuclei. The considera
tions on£"';, given in ref. 15·

1 are similar 
to those presented earlier 12~ 

The angular momentum distributions of com
pound nuclei, at the stage following neutron 
evaporation, for a fixed final product of 
the reaction (HI, xn) were first calculated 
for some specific cases in ref.nSlusing 
a statistical approach and numerical methods. 
Qualitative considerations on these distri-

'26 . , .. I but ions were put forward in ref.· I.In ref;"·, 
we proposed a simple graphical way of finding 
the angular momentum distribution of com-
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pound nuclei after neutron evapdration for 
a fixed reaction product under the following 
simplifying assumptions: 

(i) Each neutron evaporated carries off 
a strictly definite amount of thermal exci
tation energy, B0 i+2T,but not any angular 
momentum; 

(ii) Tµe probability of the eyaporation 
of the (i+l)th neutron is equal to unity if 
the thermal excitation energy of the neutron 
emitting nucleus, (Ei* -Ero,)> 3/2Bn,i+I-, and 
this probability is equal to 0 if (E*-E , )~ 

.s: 3/2 B n,i+l- . Similarly to ref .f5/ in the;~ 
approiimations we obtain the values of ~ 
and eh , i.e. , the lower and upper 1 imi ts of 
the angular momentum distribution of compound 
nuclei for a fixed product of the evapora
tion of x neutrons 

-
2 2J ttl -

(Ce) =-(E*-2B .-0.SB -2(x+l)T-ti.), (1) 
n_2 i=l n1 n,x+2 

2 2J x 
(Ch) =--(E*-2£. -0.SB --2xT-ti. ). (2) 

1i.2 i=l n1 n,x+l 

Here the yrast line is calculated in a para

bolic a:;:iproximation, E = 
112 

e 2 +ti.. Eqs. (1) 
rot 2J 

and (2) permit also calculation of the excita
tion function curve a,

0 
for the reaction 

(HI, xn) . Fig. S shows the dependence of C~ax 
on Ee of ions taking into account e~rit for 
the reaction 120 Sn( 4()Ar,4n) 156Er, as well as the 
straight lines e~ and r:i, for the same reac
tion. Vertical intercepts in fig. S define 
the cross sections for the reaction (HI,xn) 
at different ion energies: 

a xn 
ir(f~ -C~ ) (3) 
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5 2 
l2 tcrit 

1031t 
4 

l2 
h 

3 
l2 
l 

2 

1 
12°s 40 f56 n( A~4n Er 

0 
100 120 140 160 EcfMeVl 

Fi~. The dependence of the values _of E~ •• 
and r..,;i on energy E c (in the c. m. s.) for the 
reaction involving the compound nucleus for
mation in the system 120 Sn+40Ar. The angular 
momentum region limited by the straight 
lines e? and e~ is for the product of the 
evaporation of four neutrons. 

where eh and fe are expressed in the h units, 
Ee is in MeV, and u,

0 
is in fm 2 . The so

calculated excitation function for the re-
action 120

Sn( 40 Ar,4n) 15tf:r and normalized 
experimental data (points) are shown in fig.6. 
The parameter h2 /2J was taken to be equal 
to 8.68 keV in agreement with the moment 
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Fi~. The calculated excitatiem function 
for the reaction 120 Sn( 40 Ar,4n) 156 Er (solid 
curve). The points show the normalized exp~
rimental values. 

of inertia for 
156 

Er, ds;termined from the 
energy of the g.s.b. 16+.14+ transition in the 
backbending region. One should note that 
this calculation is similar to that described 
in ref.i5. made to find the angular momentum 
distribution of compound nuclei after neutron 
evaporation. The results of calculating the 
excitation function for the reaction 
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118
Sn( 40 Ar,5n) are presented in ref. 1271.This 

calculation seems to be made under similar 
assumptions and leads to an excitation func
tion of similar shape. However, the lower 
limit of the angular distribution, mentioned 
in ref. 151 and in the present paper, is due to 
the fixation of the final product (nuclei 
with P< Pp pass into the channel of the evapo
ration of a large number of neutrons) and has 
nothing to do with the lower limit of the an
gular momentum of the entrance channel for 
84 Kr ions, observed in ref. 1271 . The exci ta
tion functions for other reactions (Hl,xn) 
can be calculated using eqs. (1) - (3) ; but 
such a calculation is invalid for compound 
nuclei having considerable cross sections for 
fission/28/ or evaporation of charged partic
les, which leads to a distortion of the an
gular momentum distribution of nuclei in 
neutron evaporation channels. For medium
weight compound nuclei, the positions of the 
lines in a plot similar to that of fig. 5 
may vary considerably as a function of ion 
mass (which determines the slope of the 
straight line P~ax in fig. S), and of neut
ron number and energy release (which deter
mine the horizontal di~lacement of the pair 
of the straight lines er and e~ ) . Some pos
sibilities are shown in fig. 7. One can see 
that the angular momentum distribution for 
a fixed x may be restricted by different li
mits depending on bombarding energy, i.e., 
eq. (3) should be rewritten in the following 
form 
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where 
0 

0 
e 2 ~ I e max 

e crit 

Now we return to table S, which gives the 
values of fe and eh for three energies of the 

40 Arions in the case of 156 Er and foF two 
projectile energies in the case of lfiOEr, as 
well as the mean values of the angular mo
mentum of the reaction product at the stage 

f 1 
. . e2 +er 

ol owing neutron evaporation, v_:_i,-2~~-. 

Thus, we know the average spin valu~at the 

beginning of the y -ray cascade, v~~ , 
2 

and those for the g.s.b. level populated, 

v<I2>. The difference between these spins is 
carried off by the y-ray cascade whose du
ration is known from tables 3 and 4, and 
f~. 1 and 2. From table 5 it is seen that 

eh+V V -increases very rapidly with ion 

energy. This allows one to say that the mea
surements of the ¢ 1 values at two ion ener
gies check the dependence of¢1 on the widely 
varying angular momentum carried off by the 

y -ray cascade preceding the g.s.b. transi-

tion: v ef;£r -v~I2> 2 . 

VI. FEEDING TIMES OF YRAST STATES 

Tables 3 and 4 present the side feeding 
times ¢ 1 of the g.s.b. states, which were 
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Fig.:.._Z_.Possible positions of the lines simi
lar to those shown in fig. 5, which deter
mine the shape of excitation functions for 
the react ions (Ill, xn). 

measured at two 40Ar ion energies for the iso
topes 156 Er and 160Er. The ¢

1 
values do not in

clude the time of feeding via g.s.b. transi
tions (except ¢ 1 , where Im is the maximum 
spin of the g.s.b. levels observed). The e1 
values determined directly from the decay 
curves R1(t) (figs. 1, 2) as the interval 
of time required for the function -R 1(t) to 
decrease by a factor of e (R 1(e

1 
)~ e·1 ) are 
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given in table 6. Therefore, the 01 values 
include both the g.s.b. feeding and side 
feeding times with corresponding weight fac
tors. 

Table 6 

Total feeding and decay time (ps) e ,of the. 
levels (see the te~t) determined e~perimen
tally for 156 Er and 160 Er at two bombarding 
energies, compared with the values of Tr (Q 
calculated using eq. (5) for the same 
reactions. Tr(!) "''r 

lso- EL l{h 18 16 10 6 tooe MeVl 14 12 8 4 

Sr ,,, 2810.7 C) <JJ.J-~ . 
Lil 

'CJ - 5.9 12.3 26.7 .... 
w 

" 

81 ·-·± ·-. 
"' tal7~ xvu.7 \Q co ,, 

or ' n 

"' - tr 7.5 119 28.3 

9i '. ?Hl' t:/.fJJ.' 6DiQ5 - 7.1±U5 ~ fl.6'C: .,., ""'0 
C) ~- - ,~. . ....... 
Lil 

't1 - 1.6 35 7.4 16.1 .... 
w 

40:!0: 153±0: 6.2- .. ·- 7.9tQ.5 llf,; 11.1!0.7 64.7±1.D C) co 8i !e lf! 
'L1 2.7 4.6 8.5 17.2 

The data presented in tables 3, 4 and 6 
permit the following conclusions: 

(i) The values of </> 1 and e1 measured for 
a given isotope at two ion energies differ 
slightly in spite of a strong increase with 
energy in the angular momentum carried away 
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by the y -ray cascade preceding the ground 
state band, and (ii) the values of r/> 1 and 
e1 for 156Er exceed considerably (by a factor 

of about 4) those for 160Er, and this is in 
qualita7ive agreement with the predictioHs 
of ref. 101 In addition, the e1 values for156 Er 
at 1=6,4 are somewhat larger than those ob
tained experimentally earlier/4/. In ref. 1291 

the feeding time for the g.s:b. s+1evel in 
158 Yb which, like 156 Er, is also a transitional 
nucleus, was obtained to exceed 20 ps, i.e., 
close to our results for 156 Er. 

The feeding time calculation may be made 
under the following assumptions: first, the 
cascade preceding the g.s.b. involves sequen
tial E2 transitions described by the rota
tional law for the level energy asE1='1

2/2J 1(1+1), 
atn 2/2J=const; second, the cascade starts at 

-pr f~- ---
spin I = y~'.1..-and ends at I . =v<l2 >, 

max 2 min 

and, third, the cascade is delayed for a neg
ligible time. Under these assumptions the 
Tr value comparable with the experimental 
e values has been obtained, i.e., 

0,271 1max-2 2 J + 5 

=(l+a)Q 2(t.2/2J) 51= 7. (41+6) 4 (1+1)(1~2} 
0 min 

(5) 

(I-even) 

where e and Tr are expressed in ps ,Q 0 is L1 
barns, n 2/2J is in MeV, and I is in the f:t 
units. The summation is made over the even 
values of J. If the summation limit Imin or 
I max -2 has a value lying between two even 
numbers, the boundary term of the sum is 
substituted by a linear combination of the 
summed function at two even values of I close 
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to !min or (I max-2) with the corresponding 
weight factors. 

In eq. (5) the numerical values of para
meters were taken as f~llows: a= 0 , Q 0 = 4.02 b , 
t. 2/2J= 8.68xl0-3 MeV for 156 Er, anda=O ,Q0 =6.54b, 
t. 2/2J = 7. 93xlo-3 MeV for 160

Er ·The Q 0 values 
(for the2+~o+ transitions) are taken from 
tables 1 and 2, the n 2/2J value_s are calcula
ted from_ 'the energy of the 16+ ~14+ transition+ 
for 156 Er 1181 and from -the energy of the is+~ 16 
transit ion for 160 Er. 1 161 The fol lowing values 
were obtained: Tr= 26.9 ps (EF=lSO MeV), 
T1 21.1 ps (EL= 168 MeV) for 56 Er, and 
T ( = 3. 9 ps ( EL= 150 MeV) , T ( = 4. 9 _£S ( EL 

160 rr+rz--
= 168 _ MeV) for Er. The value of v-

2
-::..L-

for 156 Er at 15_0 MeV, presented in table 5, 
is equal to M.ln, which seems to be an un
derestimated value. Therefore, in the calcu-
lation using eq. (5) I was -taken to be 
2ot., i.e., close to tl;';'t for I60Er at the same 
energy. 

Since the summed series of eq. (5) decrea
ses rapidly with spin, the largest contribu
tion to the sum comes from terms with I 
close to Im~· It is clear that this calcula
tion may involve a considerable error due 
to the deviations of the y -ray energies from 
the rotational law with n2 /2J =coast for the 
g.s.b. transitions below the backbending 
region, as well as for the transitions along 
other bands, and interband transitions. 
A change in the multipolarity is still ~ore 
important for interband transitions. Another 
inaccuracy of the calculation using eq. (5) 
is due to that the thermal excitation energy 
left after the evaporation of x neutrons, 
E* -E {I ) was not taken into account. 

xn rot max ' 
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This energy may either increase the average 
energy of the transitions, conserving the 
number of transitions, i.e., decrease Tr , or 
lead to additional (possibly dipole) Y -tran
sitions carrying away the thermal energy 
with small changes in the angular momentum, 
i.e., increaseTr-

Now we shall discuss the Tr values obtained 
for 156 Er and 160 Er. The increase in T for 156 Er 

in going from 168 MeV to 150 MeV Ls associa-

ted with a decrease iny<J2>. Transitions with 
spins 1~20n make a small contribution to Tr, 
resulting in a 1 ps increase in Tr as one 
goes from 150 MfV to 168 MeV and as Imax 

increases from 2I.5ti to 44.6ti (in the case of 
160Er ) • The difference between the calcu

lated values of Tr for the two isotopes is 
mainly due to different values of Imin 

~v'<l 2 > (see table 5) and different Q
0 

and 
n2/2J values. 

Thus, despite the rough approximations of 
the calculation, its result agrees with the 
experimental values of e for spins close to 

v'<l
2 > for each isotope. A detailed comparison 

of the e1 values with the calculated values 
of Tr(I} is given in table 6. The Tr values for 
Is~ are not presented because the moments 
of inertia and, consequently, the.transition 
energies of nuclei with such spins are con
siderably d~fferent from those assumed in 
the GalculatiQn :(or 1i2/2J~const. In addition, 
for 156

Er at IslOh, interband transitions 
having an irregular dependence of the energy 
on .spi:v I play an important part. Although 
for 1,,,12,140 in 156 Er the Tr values become smal
ler than e

1
, they are comparable with </>

1 
(see 
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table 3). This seems to be due to the fact 
that in calculating Tr we did not take into 
account the observed retardation factors of 
the 14+.iz'and 12'.io+g.s.b. transitions, equal to 
4 and 2, respectively (see table 1). 

The experimental results allow one to con
clude that the difference in the 01 values 
for each isotope, associated with the projec
tile energy, does not exceed 1-2 ps and agrees 
with the calculation. 

For 160 Er, agreement between T ( anu 01 is 
somewhat better than for 156Er. In the latter 
case, the T (values (see table 6) display the 
I dependence similar to that of ¢ 1 (see 
table 3). 

Thus, the experimentally observed indepen
dence (within 1-2 ps) of the feeding times 
on the projectile energy (despite the fact 
that with ~asing ion energy the spin 
carried. away by the y-ray cascaue increases 
consiuerably) and an increase-in the feeding 
time as one goes from 150 Er to 156 Er are repro
duced fairly well by the calculation using 
eq. (5) under simple assumptions.· 
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